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Shiny Solar
Solution for solar and photovoltaic panel maintenance
Shiny Solar is a product for photovoltaic and solar module maintenance, for easy removal
of grease, limestone and crystallised deposits, dust, smog, excrement, etc. A photovoltaic
panel can reduce generated power by up to 15% for non-polluted areas and 25% for highly
polluted areas, Regular use of Solar Shiny keeps systems running efficiently. Extremely effective and easy to apply, with no shelf life. To maintain system efficiency, proceed with 2-3
applications/year for medium-polluted areas. The degreasing and anti-static protection
contained in the product allows excellent results even with rinsing with hard water (even
higher than 30°f). Rapid application: treatment of a 6 kW system (approximately 50 m²),
thanks to the fact that degreasing, cleaning and application of the anti-static protection are
all part of one single operation, requires less than 20 minutes. Shiny Solar respects panel
components, the aluminium frame, gaskets and protective glass. A single package of Shiny
Solar can treat installed photovoltaic panel power from 10 to 15 kW, equal to a surface of
about 80-120 m². The order data table shows the power and surfaces which can be treated
with different packages.

• For easy removal of grease, limestone and crystallised deposits,
dust, smog, excrement, etc.
• Contains anti-static protection
Advantages
Product
contents

Product
Shiny Solar

750 ml

Shiny Solar 5

Efficiency (kW/ surfaces treated per package)
Power in kW
Surfaces (m2)
10 - 15

80 - 120

5 lt

70 - 100

530 - 800

Shiny Solar 1000

1000 lt

14.000 - 20.000

106.000 - 160.000

Shiny Brush SB4

brush microfiber

Application example

The 750 ml and 5 lt kits are supplied together
with a professional sprayer, with an adjustable
spray jet nozzle with a range in the latter case
of up to 3 m.
For proper application of the product even in
hard to reach areas, a microfiber brush mounted
on a telescopic arm which projects up to 4 m is
available.

Shiny Brush
SB4

Spray the product evenly on
the solar or photovoltaic panel
or on the surface to be cleaned
and protected.

Let stand for a few minutes,
depending on the level of dirt
to be cleaned, then wipe with
a soft, non-abrasive, slightly
damp pad or sponge.

Rinse with water or remove
product with a paper towel.
Repeat for especially dirty
surfaces.
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